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Abstract We present mathematical models for a power market on a linearized 
DC network with affine demand. The models represent the conjecture 
that each power generating company may hold regarding how rival firms 
will change their outputs if prices change. The dassie Cournot model is 
a special case of this conjecture. The models differ in how arbitrage is 
handled, and their formulations give rise to nonlinear mixed complemen
tarity problems . In the Stackelberg version, the generators anticipate 
how arbitrage would affect prices at different locations, and therefore 
treat the arbitrage amounts as decision variables in their profit maxi
mization problems. In the other version, arbitrage is exogenaus to the 
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firms. We show that solutions to the latter model are also solutions to 
the Stackelberg model. We also demonstrate existence and uniqueness 
properties for the exogenous arbitrage model. 

1. Introduction 
In restructured power markets, electric power generators have been 

privatized or freed of regulatory constraints on prices. The intent of 
restructuring is to provide incentives for innovation and more efficient 
production and consumption of electricity [5]. However, because of mar
ket failures, these benefits may not be fully realized. A market failure 
that has been of particular concern to regulators and the public is market 
power [12]. Market power is defined as the ability of a market partic
ipant to unilaterally alter prices in its own favor, and to sustain those 
price changes. Transmission capacity limits that restrict power imports 
and exports are an important source of market power for generating 
companies, as they allow firms within an isolated region to raise prices 
above competitive levels [2]. 

The potential for market power to be exercised within a given power 
system can be studied through laboratory experiments, empirical anal
ysis, and modeling. There are many models of strategic interaction in 
transmission constrained systems (for reviews, see [7] or [8]). Models can 
be used to unveil unanticipated ways in which market power might be 
exercised on networks, to identify locations where prices can be manip
ulated, to assess the effects of adding transmission capacity upon prices, 
and to examine the competitive effects of company mergers or divest
ments. The most common oligopolistic modeling frameworks employed 
in power market analyses are based on the ideas of Cournot games and 
Supply Function Equilibria (SFE), defined below. 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the existence and uniqueness 
properties of solutions of a new model of oligopolistic power genera
tors. The model represents the power network using a linearized "DC" 
load flow model [13], and includes a flexible representation of interac
tions of competing generating firms. We term this representation the 
"conjectured supply functions" (CSFs) approach. A CSF is a function 
representing the beliefs of a firm concerning how total supply from rival 
firms will react to price. Two versions of a linear CSF have been pro
posed: one in which the slope of conjectured supply response is constant 
and the intercept is to be solved for, and another in which the intercept 
is given but the slope is to be determined. The former CSP yields a lin
ear mixed complementarity problem (MCP) for the market equilibrium, 
while the latter gives a nonlinear MCP. 
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The CSF model can be viewed as a generalization of the Cournot 
models of [7] and [14] in that the amount that rival firms are anticipated 
to adjust prices in response to a price change is not restricted to zero 
(the Cournot assumption). Instead, each generating company is allowed 
to conjecture that rival firms will react to price increases or decreases. 
By making different assumptions about the assumed supply response, 
different degrees of competitive intensity can be modeled, ranging from 
pure competition (infinitely large positive response by rivals to price 
increases) to oligopolistic Cournot competition (no response). Positive 
sloped CSFs represent a competitive intensity between the Cournot and 
pure competition extremes. A detailed justification of the CSF approach 
to modeling competition on transmission networks is given in [4], along 
with an application to the United Kingdom power system. 

It should be noted that the CSF modeling approach is distinct from 
the widely used supply function equilibrium (SFE) approach to market 
modeling [1, 9]. The SFE is a Nash game in bid functions, in which 
suppliers provide a function to a central auctioneer that relates their 
willingness to supply to the price. The SFE approach also yields prices 
intermediate between the pure competition and Cournot extremes, but is 
plagued by computational challenges along with problems of nonunique
ness and, in some cases, nonexistence of solutions [2]. The fundamental 
difference between the SFE and CSF approaches is that the anticipated 
supply response of competitors is endogenous in SFE models and is 
consistent with the competitor's actual bid function, while in the CSF 
approach, the conjectured supply response of competing firms is instead 
based on an assumed parameter (slope or intercept). It is this difference 
that allows SFEs to be formulated as mixed complementarity problems 
that are relatively easy to solve and yield solutions whose existence and 
uniqueness properties can be demonstrated. 

Questions concerning the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium so
lutions to market models are important for two reasons. First, public 
policy is in part based on policy analyses using market models; if unique 
solutions cannot be assured, then the question arises as to whether the 
conclusions of an analysis depend on which of several possible solutions 
is selected. Second, if a solution exists and is unique, then computational 
procedures do not need to check for multiple solutions, and are therefore 
simpler. This paper focuses on the existence and uniqueness properties 
of the solution of the nonlinear MCP (fixed intercept model), as those 
properties for the linear MCP (fixed slope) are readily established using 
the results of [11]. 

The paper begins by defining notation and the profit maximizing 
problems that are common to all the models presented in this paper 
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(Section 2). Those common problems include the profit maximization 
problems for the independent system operator (ISO) who allocates scarce 
transmission capacity, and the arbitrager who eliminates any noncost
based price differences among nodes in the network. Consumers are 
represented by downward sloping demand curves. The various models 
introduced in the paper differ in terms of their representation of the 
profit maximization problem for the oligopolistic power producer. The 
first model, Model I, is introduced in Section 3. There, the power pro
ducer makes production and sales decisions recognizing that demand 
responds to price, that rival producers will react to price changes (ac
cording to the assumed CSF), and that noncost-based price differences 
will be arbitraged away. Inclusion of arbitrage means that the arbi
trager's equilibrium conditions are introduced as constraints in the pro
ducer's constraint set. After introducing the producer profit maximiza
tion problem, we obtain the nonlinear MCP that represents the market 
equilibrium. Section 4 presents Model II which differs from Model I 
in that the arbitrager's equilibrium conditions are kept outside of the 
producer's problem, resulting in a model which can be analyzed more 
fully than Model I. In Section 5, relevant theory of monotone linear 
complementarity problems is introduced which will be the basis for the 
demonstrations of the model properties. This theory is used in Section 6 
to establish the existence of solutions to Models I and II, the conditions 
under which solutions to Model II exist and certain of the variables 
(prices, total generation, sales, and profits) are unique. 

2. The ISO and Arbitrage Models 
In this and the next two sections, we present the mixed NCP formula

tions of the market equilibrium with conjectured supply functions. The 
resulting models become the respective linear complementarity models 
considered in [11] when the intercepts tend to minus infinity. In what 
follows, we present the NCP models, establish the existence of solutions 
and analyze their properties. 

2.1 Notation 
Before presenting the mathematical formulations for the models, we 

summarize the notation. 

Parameters 
N : set of nodes, excluding the hub 
A : set of transmission elements in the full network 
:F : set of firms 
a; : fixed intercept of supply function at node i 
Cfi : cost per unit generation at node i by firm f 
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p(). 

Q'o: '. 
T+. 

k • 

r;; : 
CAPJ;: 
PDF;k: 

Variables 

price intercept of supply function at node i 
quantity intercept of supply function at node i 
capacity on transmission element k 
capacity in the reverse direction of transmission element k 
production capacity at node i for firm f 
power distribution factor for node i on element k, describing 
the megawatt (MW) increase in flow resulting from 1 MW of 
power injection at i and 1 MW of withdrawal at a hub node. 

s fi : amount of sales at node i by firm f 
9Ji : generation at node i by firm f 
Pfi : price at node i anticipated by firm f 
y; : amount of transmission service from hub H to node i 
w; : transmission price from hub H to node i 
PJ : price at the hub node, anticipated by firm f 
afi : amount that arbitragers sell at node i, anticipated by firm f 

: dual variables of transmission capacity constraints in 
ISO's problem 

'Yfi : dual variable of production capacity constraint in 
firm f's problem 

cp f : dual variable of balance equation between supply and generation 
in firm f's problem 

1r; : market price at node i 

Vectors & Matrices 
1: vector of ones of appropriate size 
I: identity matrix of appropriate order 
E: square matrix of ones of appropriate order 
II: INI x IAI matrix of PDF;k, i E }\(and k E A 
s : (INI x IFI)-vector of Sfi, i E }\(and f E F 
g: (INI x IFI)-vector of 9Ji, i E }\(and f E F 
1r : IJ\!1-vector of equilibrium prices 7r;, i E }\( 

'Y : (INI x IFI)-vector of "ffi, i E }\( and f E F 
>.±: IAI-vectors k E A 
c: INI x IFI)-vector of Cfi, i E }\(and f E F 
CAP: (INI x IF!)-vector of CAP Ji, i E }\( and f E F. 

The components of the vectors s, g, c, and CAP are grouped by firms; 
that is 

where each s 1 is the IN!-vector with components s fi, i EN. The other 
three vectors g, c, and CAP are similarly arranged. Except for the 
supply intercepts and some power distribution factors, all parameters of 
the models are positive. 
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2.2 The ISO's problem 

The ISO's problem is the following linear program (LP). Given the 
transmission prices Wi, i EN, compute Yi, i EN in order to 

maximize LWiYi 
iEN 

subject to LYi = 0, (17) 
iEN (1) 
L PDFik Yi r;:, Vk E A, p.t) 
iEN 

L PDFik Yi -Tk-, Vk E A, (A;;), 
iEN 

where we write the dual variables in parentheses next to the correspond
ing constraints. Note that the variables Yi are unrestricted in sign. A 
positive (negative) Yi means that there is a net flow into (out of) node i. 
It is trivial to note that y = 0 is always a feasible solution to the above 
LP, because the TJ:' are positive scalars. The optimality conditions of 
the LP can be written as a mixed LCP in the variables Yi fori EN, 
for k E A and 17, parameterized by the transmission fees wi, i EN: 

0 < )..-- k j_ Tk- + L PDFik Yi > 0, k E A, 
iEN 

0 < )..+ - k j_ r;:- :L PDFikYi > 0, k E A, 
iEN (2) 

0 = LYi, 
iEN 

0 = Wi + L PDFik ( )..k- )..t) + J7, i EN. 
kEA 

2.3 The arbitrager's problem 

The arbitrager maximizes its profit by buying and selling power in the 
market, given the prices at the nodes in the network. With ai denoting 
the arbitrage amount sold at node i, the arbitrager's profit maximization 
problem is very simple: for fixed prices Pi and costs Wi, compute ai, 
i E N in order to 

maximize L (Pi- Wi) ai 
iEN 

subject to L ai = 0, ; 
iEN 

(3) 
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the transmission fee at node i is included in the objective function be
cause the arbitrager must also pay this cost. The arbitrage amounts are 
measured as the net sales at a node; thus the sum of all the arbitrage 
amounts must equal to zero. Note that ai is unrestricted in sign. A 
positive ai represents the amount sold by the arbitrager at node i; in 
this case, the arbitrager is receiving Pi for each unit sold but is paying 
Wi for the transmission. If ai is negative, then jail is the quantity that 
the arbitrager bought from node i; in this case, the arbitrager is paying 
Pi per unit and paying -wi per unit to ship out of i. 

The problem (3) is trivially solvable. In particular, this problem is 
equivalent to the two equations: 

Pi - Wi -PH = 0, 'r:/ i E N 

I: ai = 0. 
iEN 

In turn, the first equation implies 

Pi-Pj=Wi-Wj, 'r:li,jEN, 

(4) 

which says that the difference in prices at two distinct nodes is exactly 
the difference between the transmission fees at those two nodes. 

3. Model I 
In this model, each firm that produces power anticipates the arbitrage 

amounts by including the variables a fi and a supply function conjecture 
with fixed intercept in its profit maximization problem. The constraints 
that these variables satisfy are basically (4), where Pi is determined by 
the price function: 

_ o PP ("" ) P fi = Pi - QQ L..J 8ti + a fi . 
tE:F 

(Note the addition of the subscript i in P!i as this is now the price at i 
anticipated by f.) The supply function conjecture is expressed by the 
equation 

_ PJi- ai * 
8-fi = I: 8ti = 8-fi• 

ti=f 1ri- ai 

Note that 7ri is a base price at which s_fi = 8*_fi and is exogenous to 
the firms. Substituting s_ fi into the former equation and simplifying, 
we obtain 

( . ) I ( Qo 8* . ) _ o * i 
PJi- Qi -8Ji-aJi+ 8-fi po + · 

7ri - ai i 7ri - ai 
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Letting p f be the firm's anticipated price at the hub, firm f's problem 
is: with s":_fi' 1ri, and Wi, i EN fixed, find Bfi, 9Ji, afi, PJi fori EN, 
and p f in order to 

maximize L (PJi- wi)sfi- L ( Cfi- wi) 9Ji 
iEJV iEJV 

subject to 9Ji CAP fi, Vi E N 

L (sfi- 9Jd = 0, 
iEJV 

P!i = P! + Wi, vi E N 

L afi = 0, 
iEJV 

Bfi, 9Ji 0, Vi E N. 

ViE N 

The three equations 

ViE N 

p fi = p f + Wi' vi E N 

L afi = 0, 
iEJV 

uniquely determine PJi and afi for i E N and P! in terms of Btj, Wj 
and 7rj for all t E :F and j E N. For the purpose of restating firm f's 
maximization problem, it suffices to solve for PJ, obtaining, 

PJ 

(Qo s* 1. ) ,.,. i - * -+ - sr+ s . po tr· _a· L L 1f· _a· 
iEJV iEJV 2 
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Let p f ( s, 1r, w) denote the fraction on the right-hand side as a function 
of the vectors s, 1r, and w. This function depends on the intercepts 
ai; but since these are parameters of the model, we do not write them 
as the arguments of PJ· The function PJ also depends on s":_fi and 1rii 

at equilibrium, the latter variables will be equated with B-Ji and Pfi, 
respectively. Observe that P! is a linear function of Sf, with the other 
arguments fixed. 

We can now restate firm f's problem in the simplified form: with Sti 
(t =f. f), 1ri, and wi, i EN fixed, find Sfi and 9Ji fori EN in order to 

maximize L PJ(s, 1r, w) BJi- L ( Cfi- Wi) 9Ji 
iEN iEN 

subject to 9Ji ::; CAP fi, Vi E N, ( 'Yfi) 

L(Sji-YJd=O, (cpj) 
iEN 

Sji, 9Ji 0, Vi E N. 
The above problem is a quadratic concave maximization problem in the 
variables s fi and 9Ji fori E N, parameterized by Sti fort =1- f and 1ri and 
Wi for i E N. We can write the optimality conditions for the problem as 
follows: 

0 < Sfi j_ > 0, zEN, 

0 ::; 9Ji j_ Cji - Wi + "ffi- <{)J > 0, zEN, 

0 ::; 'YJi __l CAP fi - 9Ji 0, zEN, 

o = 2::: ( s fi - g ,d. 
iEN 

To complete the description of the model, we need to relate the ISO's 
problem to the firms' problems. This is accomplished via the market 
clearing condition, which is simply a flow balancing equation: 

Yi=L(sti-Yti)+afi, V(j,i)E:FxN. (5) 
tE:F 

In addition, we stipulate that 

PJ(s,7r,w)+wi = 1ri, V(j,i) E :FxN (6) 
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and s':_fi = B-Ji for all (f,i) E :FxN. From the definitionofpJ(8,7r,w), 
the last two conditions yield 

s = L L 8 fi = L Q?- L 1ri 
fE:F iEN iEN iEN z 

which expresses the total sales S of all firms in all markets in terms of 
the market prices 1ri. Substituting (6) into the last equation, we obtain 

( " 0 " Q? ) I (" Q? ) p f ( 8, 7T', W) = Q i - Wi p9 - 8 p9 , 
zEN zEN z zEN z 

which shows among other things that p f ( 8, 7T', w) is the same for all firms 
and 

PJi = PJ(8, 1T', w) + Wi = 1rii 

thus the price PJi is independent of the firms. Substituting the equality 
PJi = 1ri into the expression 

PJi (Qo ai ) I (Q? B-Ji ) i-Sfi-afi+ B-fi -+----"--"--
1ri - O'.i PP 1ri - O'.i 

(7) 

yields 

0 Q? " afi = Qi -1fi pP- Sti, 
z tE:F 

which shows that the arbitrage amounts anticipated by the firms depend 
only on the market i. Substituting the expression 

= (1 + L ( 8ij - Pi ) Wj - w s 
jEN 

into the above expression for afi, we obtain 

afi = R?- L Sti +PiS- L (ij Wj, 
tE:F jEN 

where 
1 

w 
Qo' 

L:--i 
iENpi 

Q? 
Pi- wpP' 

z 
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and with Jij denoting the Kronecker delta; i.e., Oij is equal to one if i = j 
and equal to zero if i i= j, 

Q? 
(ij = pP (Oij -pj), z,J EN 

t 

if i = j 

ifi#-j. 

Substituting the above expression for afi into (5), we obtain 

Yi = R?- L 9ti +Pis- L (ij Wj· (8) 
tE:F jEN 

Proceeding as in [11], we can show that the resulting Model I is to 
compute 

{At: k E A}, {sfi,9Ji,"ffi: i EN, f E F}, and {cp.f: f E F} 

such that 

o :::; x;; .l qJ; +I: [ I: PDFik (ij PDFjt] {A£- At)+ 
£EA i,jEN 

( LPiPDFik) s- L L:PDFik9ji;:::: 0, Vk E A, 
iEN iEN/E:F 

0 :::; At j_ qt + L [ L PDFik (ij PDFj£] (At- A£)
£EA i,jEN 

0 :::; s fi j_ 

( LPiPDFik) S+ L:L:PDFik9ji;:::: 0, Vk E A, 
iEN iEN/E:F 

L Sjj 

-a + w S + ( ) + cp .f+ I: j s_Jj 
jEN Pl + 7rj - a-j 

L [LPjPDFjkl (At-AJ;) :2::0, V(f,i)EFxN, 
kEA jEN 
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where 

o ::; 9ti ..l c1i + L:PDFik ( x;;- >..t )+ 
kEA 

/if- cp.f 2: 0, V(J,i) E :F X N, 

0 :S 'Y!i ..l CAPti- 9/i 2: 0, V(f,i) E :F x N, 

0= L (sfi-9fi), VfE:F, 
iEN 

qt = Tt ":f L R?PDFik, Vk EA. 
iEN 

In vector form, we have, 

q± = T± ":f ITT R 0 = T± ":f ITTSP0 . 

We observe that 

1fi = () - w s + L L ( Oij - Pj) PDF jk ( >..t - >..; ) 
jENkEA 

PP"" + -CJ- w S + QQ L- L- (ij PDFjk{ >..k - >..k ), 
z jEN kEA 

(9) 

which expresses the regional prices 1fi in terms of the total sales Sand the 
dual variables of the transmission capacity constraints. Subsequently, we 
show that 1fi is uniquely determined by the total sales only. 

Let h1 : Ri.:Fix1Ni+2IAI -+ RI.:FixiNI be defined by 

L 8 /j 
jEN 

--.,---.::.-;:-0 -------,),-liN I' 
2::: ( Qj B-Jj 

jEN Pl + 1fj - O'.j 

V f E :F, 

where 1fi is given by (9). We can now write Model I in vector-matrix 
form. First we assemble the variables of the system in two vectors: 

>..-

)..+ 

x= 8 E R(2IAI+3INI x I.:FI) and <p E RIFI. 

g 

'Y 
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(For notational simplification, we drop the 1 in the variable cp). Next, 
we define the IAI x IAI symmetric positive semidefinite matrix 

A = rrrsrr; 

also define two matrices in partitioned form: 

Mali= 

where 

M>.s 

J 

M>. M>.s M>.g 

-(M>.s )T Ms 0 

-(M>.g )T 0 0 

0 0 -I 

[ A -A l E R21Aix2IAI, 
-A A 

E E E 

E E E 
w 

E E E 

0 

0 

I 

0 

N:: 

0 

J 

-J 

0 

(with each E being the INI x INI matrix of all ones) 

liNI 0 0 

0 

0 0 
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The matrix M oli is square and of order (2IAI +3INI x IFI); the matrix N 
is rectangular and of order (2IAI + 3INI x IFI) by IFI. Define a constant 
vector partitioned in accordance with M oli: 

c 

CAP 

With the above vectors and matrices, Model I can now be stated as the 
following mixed NCP: 

0 

0 

0 :::; x ..l q0 li + MoliX + Ncp + hr(s, _x±) 

0 

0 

0 (10) 

If not for the nonlinear function hr(s, _x±), Model I would be a linear 
complementarity problem (LCP), which is exactly the one treated in [11]. 
The existence of a solution to (10) relies on bounding the components 
hr,t(s, .x±) for all f E F. In turn, this relies on bounding the prices 7ri 

for i EN. In Section 6, we show how to obtain the necessary bounds 
via LCP theory. 

4. Model II 
In this model, each firm takes the arbitrage amounts as input param

eters in its profit maximization problem. Specifically, with the price Pi 
given by (7), firm f's problem is: with B-Ji), ai and 7ri fixed for 
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all i E N, find s fi and g fi for all i E N in order to 

maximize 

-2: (cfi -wi)gfi 
iEN 

subject to 2: ( Sfi- 9Ji) = 0 
iEN 

s fi 

and s fi 2:: 0, 0 9Ji CAP fi, V (!, i) E F x N. 

(11) 

Model II is complete with the inclusion of the ISO's problem plus the 
arbitrage constraint: 

Qo ai * 
i - s fi - ai + s-fi 

'lri - ai 
-----,,.-----:::-.::........-.::........_ - Wi - pH = 0, 

Q? s:_ fi -+-......:!..:.-PP 'lri- ai 

the flow balancing equation (5): 

ViE N, 

Yi = 'L (sti- 9ti) + afi, V(f,i) E F x N, 
tE:F 

and the price equation 

1ri=wi+PJ, ViEN. 

Following a similar derivation as before, we can show that Model II can 
be formulated as the following NCP: 

0 

0 

0 < X j_ qoli + Mo!iX + Nc.p + hn(s, ,A±) > 0 
(12) 

0 

0 
0 NTx 

' 
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where with 7ri given by (9), hn: )RIFix!NI+21AI -t )RIFix!NI is given by 

± _ Sfi 
hn,Ji(s, .X ) = Q? 

• s_fi 

PP + 1ri- O:i 

V{f,i) E :FxN, 

where 7ri is given by (9). The two NCPs (10) and (12) differ in the two 
closely related nonlinear functions hr and hn. 

5. Complementarity Theory 

The key to the analysis of Models I and II is the theory of monotone 
LCPs. This theory in turn yields an existence result of a special vari
ational inequality that is the cornerstone for the existence of solutions 
to the supply-function based market models. In this section, we present 
the prerequisite LCP theory and its implications. 

We begin by recalling that the LCP range of a matrix M E ?Rnxn, 
denoted R(M), is the set of all vectors q E ?Rn for which the LCP (q, M) 
has a solution. Our first result pertains to the solutions of an LCP 
defined by a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. Although part (a) 
of this result is known and parts (b) and (c) hold in more general contexts 
(see [6]) we give a full treatment of the following theorem because it is 
the basis for the entire subsequent development. 

Theorem 1 Let M E ?Rnxn be a symmetric positive semidefinite ma
trix. 

(a) For every q E R(M), the solutions of the LCP (q, M) are w-unique; 
that is, if z1 and z2 are any two solutions of the LCP (q, M), then 
Mz1 = Mz2. Let w(q) denote the common vector q + Mz for 
any solution z of the LCP (q, M). 

(b) There exists a constant c > 0 such that 

llw(q) cllqll, Vq E R(M). 

(c) The function w: R(M) -t ?Rn is continuous. 

Proof. Statement (a) is a well-known result in LCP theory. We next 
prove (b) by contradiction. Suppose no constant c satisfying (b) exists. 
There exists a sequence of vectors { qk} C R(M) satisfying 

II w(qk) II > k II qk II 
for every k. We have w(qk) =f. 0 for every k and 

lim 
k-too 

qk 

II w(qk) II = o. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that 

lim 
k--+oo 

for some vector v00 , which must be nonzero. We may further assume 
that 

supp(w(qk)) = { i : wi(qk) > 0} 

is the same for all k, which we denote a. With a denoting the comple
ment of a in {1, ... , n }, we have, for every k, 

for some vector 2:: 0. Dividing by llw(qk)ll, we deduce the existence of 
a nonnegative vector which is not necessarily related to the sequence 
{ such that 

Since M is symmetric positive semidefinite, the above implies thus 
v00 , is equal to zero. This contradiction establishes part (b). 

To prove part (c), let { qk} C R( M) converge to a limit vector q00 

which must necessarily belong to R(M) because the LCP range is a 
closed cone. For each k, let zk E SOL(qk, M) be such that w(qk) = 
qk + Mzk. The sequence {w(qk)} is bounded; moreover, if w00 is any 
accumulation point of this w-sequence, then using the complementary 
cone argument, as done in the proof of part (b), we deduce the existence 
of a solution z00 E SOL( q00 , M) such that w00 = q00 + M z00 • This 
is enough to show by part (a) that the sequence {w(qk)} has a unique 
accumulation point which is equal to w(q00 ). Therefore the continuity 
of the map w(q) at every vector q E R(M) follows. Q.E.D. 

Our goal is to apply the above theorem to the matrix 

For this purpose, we derive a corollary of Theorem 1 pertaining to a 
symmetric positive definite matrix of the above form. 

Corollary 1 Let M =AT EA, where Eisa symmetric positive semidef
inite m x m matrix and A is an arbitrary m x n matrix. 
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(a) For every q E 'R(M), if z1 and z2 are any two solutions of the LCP 
(q, M), then EAz1 = EAz2 . Let w(q) denote the common vector 
EAz for any solution z of the LCP (q, M). 

(b) There exists a constant c' > 0 such that 

II w(q) II c'll q II, V q E 'R(M). 

(c) The function w: 'R(M) --+ lRn is continuous. 

Proof. We note that for any nonzero symmetric positive semidefinite 
M, we have 

where (M) is the smallest positive eigenvalue of M and Amax(M) 
is the largest eigenvalue of M. With M =AT EA, it follows that 

Mz = 0 {::} EAz = 0. 

Hence, for every q E 'R(M), EAz is a constant for all solutions of the 
LCP (q, M). Moreover, there exists a scalar c > 0 such that for every 
q E 'R(M), 

IIMzll (l+c)llqll, 

for every solution z of the LCP (q, M). Since 

for all z E lRn, part (b) of the corollary follows readily. The proof of part 
(c) is very similar to that of the same part in Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 

It can be shown, using the theory of piecewise affine functions, that 
both functions w(q) and w(q) are Lipschitz continuous on 'R(M). Since 
this Lipschitz continuity property is not needed in the subsequent anal
ysis, we omit the details. 

5.1 An existence result for a special VI 
In what follows, we establish an existence result for a linearly con

strained variational inequality (VI) of a special kind. This result will 
subsequently be applied to Models I and II of power market equilibria. 
The setup of the result is a VI (K, F), where K is the Cartesian product 
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of two polyhedra Kt Rn1 and K 2 C Rn2 with K2 being compact. The 
mapping F is of the form: for (x,y) E Rn1+n2, 

F(x,y) = + + ' ( q ) [ Mn M12] ( x ) ( 0 ) 
r M21 M22 y h(y) 

(13) 

where h : Rn2 -+ Rn2 is a continuous function and the matrix 

is positive semidefinite (not necessarily symmetric). In the following 
result, an AVI is a VI defined by an affine pair (K, F), i.e., .k is a poly
hedron and F is an affine map. (We refer the reader to the monograph 
[6] for a comprehensive treatment of the finite-dimensional variational 
inequalities and complementarity problems.) 

Proposition 1 In addition to the above setting, assume that for all 
fJ E K 2 , the AVI (K, FY) has a solution, where 

• ( q ) [ Mn M12] ( X ) FY(x,y) = + , 
r + h(Y) M21 M22 y 

The VI (K, F) has a solution. 

Proof. We apply Kakutani's fixed-point theorem to the set-valued map
ping r : K 2 -+ K 2 defined as follows. For each fJ E K 2, r(i/) consists of 
all vectors y E K2 for which there exists a vector x E Kt such that the 
pair (x, y) solves the VI (K, FY). Clearly, r(fJ) is a nonempty subset of 
K 2 ; r(fJ) is convex because if y1 and y2 are any two elements in r(y) 
and x1 and x2 are such that (xi, yi) E SOL(K, FY) for i = 1, 2, then 
r(xl, y 1) + (1 - r)(x2 , y 2) remains a solution of the VI (K, FY) for all 
scalars r E (0, 1), by the positive semidefiniteness of the matrix M. We 
next verify that r is a closed map. For this purpose, let {yk} be a se
quence of vectors in K2 converging to a vector fJ00 in K2 and for each k 
let (xk, yk) be a solution of the VI (K, FYk) such that the sequence {yk} 
converges to a vector y00 • We need to show the existence of a vector x00 

such that the pair (x00 ,y00 ) solves the VI (K,FY00
). Write 

and 
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For each k, there exist multipliers I-lk and rtk such that 

( q ) [ M11 M12 ] ( xk ) ( AT t-tk ) = O 
r + h(f/) + M21 M22 yk + CT rtk 

0 I-lk _l_ Axk - b 0 

0 rtk _l_ Cyk - d 0. 

Again by a standard complementary cone argument, we can deduce the 
existence of t-t00 , 'f100 , and x00 , which are not necessarily the limits of the 
sequences {t-tk}, { rtk} and { xk}, respectively, such that 

0 t-t00 _l_ Ax00 - b 0 

0 'f1 00 _l_ Cy00 - d 0. 

This establishes that r is a closed map. In particular, it follows that 
f(Y) is a closed subset of K2 for all fj in K2. Thus r satisfies all the 
assumptions required for the applicability of Kakutani's fixed-point the
orem. By this theorem, r has a fixed point, which can easily be seen to 
be a solution of the VI (K, F). Q.E.D. 

6. Properties of Models I and II 
Returning to the mixed NCPs (10) and (12), we consider the following 

LCP in the variables .A 'f, parameterized by S and g: 

(14) 

We want to derive a sufficient condition under which the above LCP will 
have a solution for all "feasible" sales and generations. Specifically, let 

fEF 

L (sfi-gfi) = 0, 9Ji < CAPfi, V(J,i) E FxN}, 
iEN 
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be the set of such sales and generations. The set Y is a compact poly
hedron in R21FixiNI. We have for all pairs (s,g) E Y and every j EN, 

Thus 

= - L L (c5ij- Pi )9Ji· 
!EN iEN 

L PjPDFjkS- L L PDFjk9Jj 
jEN jEN fEF 

- L L L PDFjk (c5ij- Pi )9Ji 
/EFiENjEN 

( ) - L L L PDFjk (ij 9Ji· 
/EFiEN jEN • 

Therefore, the LCP (14) can be written as: 

+ [ _r:;T ]s [ II -II ] ( ) 0, 

(15) 

where Dis the INI x INI diagonal matrix with diagonal entries PP /Q?. 

Proposition 2 If there exists a vector A E RIAl satisfying 

(16) 

then the LCP (14) has a solution X:f for every pair (s,g) E Y. 

Proof. The LCP (15) is of the form: 

0 ::; z ..l q + AT Er + AT EAz 0, 

where E is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. It follows from 
LCP theory that if there exists a vector z satisfying q + AT Ez 0, 
then the LCP (q +AT Er, M), where M =AT EA, has a solution for 
all vectors r. Q.E.D. 

Throughout the following discussion, we assume that condition (16) 
holds. Thus the LCP (15) has a solution for all vectors g. Moreover, 
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specializing Corollary 1 to the matrix M >..,we deduce that for any vector 
g, if p,-,i,>.+,i) fori= 1,2 are any two solutions of (15), we have 

SIT ( >.+,1 - >.-,1 ) = SIT ( >.+,2 - >.-,2 ). 

Furthermore, if <I> (g) denotes this common vector, then <I> is a Lipschitz 
continuous function from wiFI X INI into wiN I. In terms of this function, 
we have 

(17) 

which shows that 'lri is a function of the total sales S and the generations 
g. Since each <I> is continuous andY is compact, it follows that for each 
i EN, the scalar 

c:;i = min { a - w S + <I> i (g) : ( s, g ) E Y } 

is finite. Therefore, if the intercepts CYi satisfy 

then the denominators in 

hr,Ji(s,g) = ( L ) I ( L ( QJ s_ fj ) ) 
jEN Sfj jEN Pl + 'lrj- CYj 

and 

h ( ) - /(Q? B-Ji ) II,ji s, g = s fi pO + . _ . 
i 'lrz CYz 

are positive for all ( s, g) E Y and all f E F. Notice that as a result of 
(17), we can replace the dependence on >.± in the two functions hr and 
hn by the dependence on g instead. The computation of each scalar 
c:;i requires the solution of an mathematical program with equilibrium 
constraints [10] that has a linear objective function and a parametric, 
monotone LCP constraint. 

6.1 Existence of solutions 
Both NCPs (10) and (12) are equivalent to a VI of the type consid

ered in Proposition 1. More specifically, define the following principal 
submatrix of Mali by removing the last row and column: 

Mali 
M>..g 1 0 . 

' 
0 
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the matrix M oli is of order (2IAI + 2INI x IF!). Define a reduced vector 
iioti accordingly: 

iioti =: (q-, q+, - CTliNixiFI' cf E 

Let n1 = 2IAI and n2 = 2INI x IFI. Identify the vectors x andy with Xf 
and ( s, g), respectively, the constant vector ( q, r) with iiotil the matrix 
M with M oli and the function h(y) with either 

( ) or ( 

Furthermore, let K 1 be the nonnegative orthant of and K2 be the 
set Y: 

K2 = II { ( 8 f' g f ) E : 
/EF 

l:(sfi-gfi)=O, 9Ji CAPfi, V(f,i) E FxN}. 
iEN 

Under the above identifications, models I and II can therefore be formu
lated as the VI (K1 x K2, F), where F is given by (13). We can readily 
apply Proposition 1 to establish the following existence result for the 
two models. 

Theorem 2 Suppose that there exists a vector>.. E satisfying (16). 
If 

ai < min{CT-wS+q>i(g): (s,g) E Y}, ViE N, (18) 

then solutions exist to Models I and II. 

Proof. Under the assumption on the intercepts ai, the function h(s,g) 
is well defined on the set K 2 . For every y = (s,g) E K 2 , the VI (K,FY) 
is equivalent to the mixed LCP in the variable ( x, cp): 

0 x ..l q0 Ji+Mo!ix+Ncp+(O,O,h(s,g))T 0 
0 = NTx. 

This mixed LCP is clearly feasible and monotone. It therefore has a 
solution. The existence of solutions to Models I and II follows readily 
from Proposition 1. Q.E.D. 

The next result identifies two important properties of the solutions to 
Model II. It shows in particular that Model I can be solved by solving 
Model II. 
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Theorem 3 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, if ( >. =F, 8, g, cp) is a 
solution to Model II, then Vi =f. j and V f E :F 

/( Q? S-Ji ) _ /(QJ s_fj ) 8Ji pO + - 8Jj pO + · i 1ri - ai j 7rj - aj 

Therefore every solution to Model II is a solution to Model I. 

Proof. It suffices to show that for all i =f. j and all f E :F, 

s i/(Q? + s_fi ) > s ·/(QJ + s_fj ) . 
f PP 1ri - ai - fJ PJ 7rj - aj 

This is because by reversing the role of i and j, we obtain the reverse 
inequality and equality therefore must hold. The above inequality is 
clearly valid if Sjj = 0. So we may assume that SJj > 0. By comple
mentarity, we have 

< 
s fi 

This establishes the first assertion of the theorem. To prove the second 
assertion, we note that by what has just been proved, it follows that if 
( >. =F, 8, g, cp) is a solution to Model II, then we must have 

/( Q? S-Ji ) _ "' /"' [QJ S-Jj l Sji 0 + - L._.- Sjj L._.- 0 + , 
pi 1ri - ai jEN jEN pj 1rj - aj 

This shows that ( >. =F, 8, g) is also a solution to Modell. Q.E.D. 

6.2 Uniqueness in Model II 
In this subsection, we show that if each price intercept ai is suitably 

restricted, then the firms' sales in the market model II are unique. The 
cornerstone to this uniqueness property of the model solutions is the 
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expression (9). Based on this expression, we show that the mapping 

0 

Fn(x, = ( ) + [ ] ( : ) + 
0 

hn(s, >.±) 

0 

0 

is monotone. Throughout the following analysis, we restrict the pair 
(S, >.±) so that 

a- - w S + L L {Oij - Pi ) PDF jk( >.t - >.;; ) > ai, \f i E N. 
jEN kEA 

To establish the desired monotonicity of Fn, we first compute the J aco
bian matrix of the function hn(s, >.±). 

We begin by noting the following partial derivatives: 

81ri 
-- - -w \f f E :F, i, i' E N 
8sfi' - ' 

and 

Next, recalling that 

we have for all f E :F, 

8hn,Ji 
8sfi' 

1 

8 Ji 
Qo ' 
_i + _8 -__,fc.;_i_ 
PP 1ri- ai 

Sfi 

\f f E :F, i E N, 

WS-fi 

(7ri- ai)2 
if i = i' 

if i =1- i' 
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and for all f -=f. J', 
Sfi ( 1 w s_ fi ) "f . •/ ---+ 1 z=z 

1ri - Cli ( 1ri - Cli )2 

8hn,Ji 

OSJ'i' Sfi W s_fi 

( Q? + s_ fi ) 2 ( 1ri - Cli )2 

PP 1ri- Cli 

Moreover, for all f E :F, i EN and k E A, 

if i -=1- i1• 

8hn,Ji _ Sfi s_fi PP "' r. ·PDF. 
!) ± - =r 2 ( )2 Qo L....J Jk 
u>..k ( Q? + s_fi ) 1ri- Cli i jE.N 

PP 1ri- Cli 

Therefore, the Jacobian matrix of hn(s, >..±)has the following partitioned 
form: I sr- Bt A;!, 

>.- >.+ 
BIFI BIFI Aj.r11 

where each A}!' is an INI x INI matrix with entries 

(A 8ff' )ii' = Vi,i' EN 
USJ'i' 

and each BY is an INI x IAI matrix with entries 

( B>.± ) . - 8hn fi \..1 N k A I - ())..± , vi E , E . 
k 

Consequently, the Jacobian matrix of Fn(x, r.p) can be written as the 
sum of two matrices L1 and L2, where 

A -A 0 0 0 0 

-A A 0 0 0 0 
>.- B>.+ Ah Afr.rr 0 0 Bl 1 

L1 

>.- B>.+ 
Aj.r11 Af.rrr.rr 0 0 BIFI IFI 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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and 
0 M>..s M>..g 0 0 

-(M>..s)T Ms 0 0 J 

L2 -(M>..g)T 0 0 I -J 

0 0 -I 0 0 

0 -J J 0 0 

The matrix L2 is skew-symmetric, thus positive semidefinite. To show 
that L 1 is also positive semidefinite, recall that A = II Tsii. Further
more, we have 

Bt = ± D f 3 II, V f E F, 

for some INI x INI diagonal matrix D 1 with 

Let 

A= and D:= 

ViE N. 

Notice that each block A:ff' is a function of 8 and 1r; so is each matrix 
D 1. Consider the matrix 

Clearly, L1 is positive semidefinite if and only if L1 is so. The next 
lemma shows that the latter matrix is positive semidefinite. 

Lemma 1 For every compact set n c there exists a 
such that if 

ai < a, Vi EN, 

the matrix Ll is positive semidefinite for all ( 8' 7f) E n. 
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Proof. The symmetric part of the matrix L1 is equal to 

[ [ _II:T l B [ II -II ) [ _II:T l B D T l ' 
-IT] A 

which we can write as the sum of two matrices: 

[ 
ITr l [ o o 

-ITT 3 [ IT -IT DT ] + 0 0 

!D 0 0 
2 

The first summand is clearly positive semidefinite. Provided that the 
pair ( 8, 1r) is bounded, the matrix A - !-DBD T is positive definite for 
all ai with lail sufficiently large. Q.E.D. 

Each pair ( 8, g) in the compact set Y induces a price vector 1r via 
the expression (9), where ,A± is a solution of the LCP (14). The induced 
prices are bounded by the continuity of the function <P and the bounded
ness of Y; cf. (17). Let n be a compact convex subset of 
containing all such pairs (8, 1r). Corresponding to this set n, we may 
choose a such that the Jacobian matrix of Fn(x, cp) is positive semidef
inite for all pairs ( x, <p) belonging to a convex set that contains all so
lutions of Model II. Thus Fn is monotone on this set. Based on this 
monotonicity property, we can establish the desired uniqueness of the 
sales and other variables in Model II. 

Theorem 4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, there exists a such 
that if 

ai < a, Vi EN, 

the following variables are unique in the solutions of Model II: 

(a) the sales SJi for all f E F and i EN; 

(b) the prices 1fi for all i E N; 

(c) the total generations LiEN gfi for all f E F; and 

(d) the profits for each firm. 

Proof. Let ( x 1 , cp1 ) and ( x 2 , cp2 ) be two solutions of Model II. Let 1r1 

and 1r2 be the induced prices. By the monotonicity of Fn, it follows 
that 

( 
1 2 ) T X -X 1 1 2 2 
1 2 (Fn(x,cp)-Fn(x,cp))=O. 

<p - cp 
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Let .),i = A +,i - A -,i and Si = LJE:F LiEN s fi, for i = 1, 2. We have 

( .5,1 _ .5,2) riirsii( .5,1 _ .5,2) + w ( 8 1 _ 8 2 )2+ 

(s1-s2)T(hi(s\A±,1) -hi(s2,A±,2)) = 0. 

By the mean-value theorem, it follows that for some triple (8, 1f) on the 
line segment joining (s\1r1 ) and (s2 ,1r2), 

( 
A+'1 - A+'2 

) T [ [ IITT ]s [ II II ] O l 
A-,1 _ A-,2 -II 

1 2 
s -s DB[II II] A 

where the matrices D and A are evaluated at (s, 1f). By the proof of 
Lemma 1, it follows that 

s 1 = s 2 and 3II5-1 = 3II5-2. 

This yields 1r1 = 1r2 . Since 

L 9Ji = L Sji, v f E F, 
iEN iEN 

it follows that each firm's total generation is unique. 
Finally, to show that the profit for each firm is unique, note that the 

profit of firm f is equal to 

PJ(s,1r,w) L SJi- L (cJi -wi)gfi = L (1ri -cJd9Ji, 
iEN iEN iEN 

because 1fi = PJ(s, 1r, w) + Wi (by (6)) and the sum of SJi over alliin 
N is equal to the sum of 9Ji over all i inN. Let (x, cp) be an arbitrary 
solution of Model II. Consider the linear program in the variable 9J = 
(9ji : i EN): 

maximize L ( ifi - CJi) 9Ji 
iEN 

subject to 0 :::; 9Ji :::; CAP fi, Vi E N 

and L 9Ji = L BJi· 
iEN iEN 

(19) 

Since ifi for i E N and LiEN 8 Ji are constants of Model II, it follows 
that the above linear program depends only on the firm f and does not 
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depend on the pair {:V, cp) of solution to Model II. The optimal objective 
value of the linear program gives the profit of firm f. Q.E.D. 
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